WELCOME

MIDDLE EAST GROUP is a multi-disciplined environmental engineering solution provider and takes pride in its specialization of providing quality and upright electro mechanical, power and energy solutions engineering to its clients both in the private and public sector.

Executive Director’s Statement

MR. SHAMEER SIRAJ

WE ALWAYS FEEL PROUD WHEN OUR CLIENTS EXCHANGE THE GOLDEN WORDS “GOOD WORK”

MIDDLE EAST GROUP is honoured to serve the nature through the latest technologies in the area of renewable energy, water purification and waste management. Our dedicated and highly skilled human resource makes us different from all others venturing in the same path. We always feel proud when our clients exchange the golden words “good work”.

MIDDLE EAST GROUP always stand as a complete solution provider for customer problems and needs. Our team is committed to reach the goal through quality and time bound execution. We always adapt most modern management techniques to control the safety, cost, quality and time. MIDDLE EAST GROUP’s remarkable asset is our after sales team which is capable of supporting our clients round the clock with tools and spares.

We aim to serve the clients without harming the existence of nature. MIDDLE EAST GROUP is pledging to absorb the concept of “GO GREEN” till the root level. We aim to go beyond geographical barriers to serve the people in our field, in order for that we are expanding day by day.
**THE COMPANY**

**OUR VISION**

Establish MIDDLE EAST GROUP as the number one provider of environmental products and solutions.

Provide an outstanding service through response times and communication, using a problem solving approach to meet and exceed the expectations of our customers. Our aim is to give our customers the highest level of service, the highest quality products and the best technical back-up in the industry.

**OUR MISSION**

MIDDLE EAST GROUP is dedicated to the development and training of its staff in order to empower them with the confidence to express themselves by providing excellent levels of customer service and communication, both internally and externally. Promote stewardship of natural resources and protect the environment. Respect and support the human right to water by conserving, reusing and recycling water and improving water quality. Support society’s need for increased energy through sustainable sources, products, technologies and efficient processes.

**QUALITY POLICY**

The aim of MIDDLE EAST GROUP is to provide total customer satisfaction and to ensure that all internal arrangements are suitable for this purpose. To achieve this result, the Company has adopted a policy of operating a co-ordinate Quality System which conforms to the requirements of International Standard. The objective is to ensure that products are supplied to customers, at a consistently high quality and manufactured to specification.

**ABOUT US**

MIDDLE EAST GROUP was established in 2008 with a business plan to endeavour to pioneer in infrastructure and Environmental engineering. Now we are one of the leading environment solution providers with a complete range of technologies, products and services in water, power and Infrastructure engineering, catering Middle East, Asia and African markets.

We, MIDDLE EAST GROUP always give prime priority to customer satisfaction, quality services and technological innovations. As a result of upholding our said values throughout the years, our success story continues with branches in UAE, OMAN, AFRICA and INDIA.

We have attained a reputation in the market for providing good services, while maintaining the high-quality standards and best customer support.

Management have the responsibility to ensure that all personnel engaged in tasks, who can influence quality, are aware of their obligations under the standard and are provided with adequate resources. All instances of non-conformance, deviations from specification and poor service are recorded, investigated and actions are taken to prevent recurrence.
Certificates & Approvals

Promising on-time service without compromising the quality
The Team

As every successful organisation our strength is our team, all our achievements and accomplishments would not have been possible without our highly motivated employees who strive towards attaining our shared values and objectives. We are always conscious in providing most comfortable atmosphere, inspire and motivate our employees.

We have a highly skilled technicians and engineers who are rich in experience and technical skills. We provide regular trainings on latest technologies and applications to our team in order to meet and exceed our customer expectations.

The organization is mindful of its responsibilities to promote equal opportunities and to avoid discrimination at all times. We value the diversity and multicultural background and demonstrate mutual trust and respect for one another.

OUR CORPORATE WORKING CULTURE

Arun is a motivator and mentor with vast experience in international marketing and business development, Especially in Africa, Middle East and Far Asian countries. He completed his MBA in marketing from Saurashtra University Rajkot Gujarat, also Cambridge International Diploma for Trainers, Assessor ORGANISATION PERFORMANCE INDEX Awarded By Kenya Institute of Management. He is associated with MIDDLE EAST GROUP for more than a decade.

Shibly S has done his B.Tech Degree from MG University, Kerala, India. He has an overall experience of 15 years in the Middle east region and in India. He comes in with a tremendous market knowledge of MENA region, in the field of pumping stations associated with infrastructure development projects. Currently he heads the Marketing and Estimation section of the MIDDLE EAST GROUP.

Mr. Vinod Kumar has done B Tech (Electrical), & MBA from University of Kerala. He is having a total 20 years of experience, out of which 15 years in the senior management level. His experience as the Chief Executive Officer of a multi national company based in UAE took him to be a part of the MIDDLE EAST GROUP as one of the Directors.

Mr. Muhammad Shameem is holding a B.Tech degree in Civil Engineering from Mahatma Gandhi University, India. He has a career span of 15 years in the field of civil engineering based in Middle East. He has handled multi-disciplinary civil engineering projects in KSA, UAE & Bahrain. The entire operations of the civil division of MIDDLE EAST GROUP have been under his capacity and the group has immense pleasure for having him as the Director.

Mr. Biju Krishnan has done his Master’s degree from Bangalore University , India. He is having a career span of 15 years of professional experience. Prior to join us he worked as Senior Manager in a Delhi based company and as a Technical Manager in Bangalore based company. His association with MIDDLE EAST GROUP for more than a decade has brought him to be a director for the Indian operations of the group.

Mr. Ranjith T, has done his Master Degree in Commerce from University of Calicut, India and MBA in Finance management from IGNO University New Delhi, India. He is having more than 15 years of experience in Accounts and Finance Management, out of which 8 years is in the senior Finance management. Currently he heads the entire finance team for all the branches and subsidiaries of the MIDDLE EAST GROUP.

Mr. Vinod Kumar is the Director-Middle East Operations.

Mr. A. M. Shameem is the Director - Civil.

Mr. Biju Krishnan is the Director-Indian Operations.

Mr. Ranjith T is the Head of Finance.

Mr. Shibly S is the Head of Marketing.

Mr. Vinod Kumar is the Director-Middle East Operations.

Mr. Muhammad Shameem is the Director - Civil.

Mr. Biju Krishnan is the Director-Indian Operations.

Mr. Ranjith T is the Head of Finance.

Mr. Shibly S is the Head of Marketing.
WATER & WASTE WATER

We are specialist in water and waste water, offering a total environment management and water solutions in both urban and rural areas, for all sectors including infrastructure, industry, municipal, commercial and communities.

Our capabilities include engineering design and supply of water on BOT basis, processing liquids, waste water treatment and water recycle plants of packaged water. We can offer pre-engineered, custom built plants on both turn key and EPC basis.

O&M SERVICE

Our highly skilled technicians and extremely trained operators are taking care of existing and new water treatment facilities with systematic professional recording and data maintaining system. Our team can continuously monitor and maintain the system more efficiently with less maintenance by keeping the output quality at its best.

Our customer friendly O&M contracts will help our supplier to have a trouble free plant operation by our frequent visits and well maintained data logging system. Our O&M contracts are customer friendly and flexible as per the site conditions and requirements.

SPARE PARTS & CONSUMABLES

MIDDLE EAST GROUP is dealing with all spares and consumables related to water and waste water treatment. Our quality product, timely delivery and competitive pricing are always being appreciated by our customers. We deal with only quality products from the world's leading manufacturers.

Our highly skilled technicians and extremely trained operators are taking care of existing and new water treatment facilities with systematic professional recording and data maintaining system. Our team can continuously monitor and maintain the system more efficiently with less maintenance by keeping the output quality at its best.

Our customer friendly O&M contracts will help our supplier to have a trouble free plant operation by our frequent visits and well maintained data logging system. Our O&M contracts are customer friendly and flexible as per the site conditions and requirements.

MIDDLE EAST GROUP as a strategic business partner, help our customers in managing and optimizing their water resources. In a time of intensive demand for producing fresh water at a reasonable cost, the necessity of cost efficient and reliable treatment process has considerably increased. We enhance the environmental stewardship and continuously meet the most stringent level of environmental regulations. We partner with our customers to help them in providing most competitive and advanced water treatment solutions and technology.

WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEMS:

MIDDLE EAST GROUP offers wide range of reverse osmosis systems which we are specialized in. The RO systems include commercial and industrial RO, brackish water RO, sea water RO, and containerized RO plants.

We design desalination plants for brackish water as well as sea water for normal TDS, medium TDS and high TDS(45,000mg/l). Our seawater RO systems feature advanced high rejection RO technology. The characteristics of our state of the art designs are reliability, efficiency and product water quality at low cost per unit of water.

We are very conscious in designing our systems, for we always use the best quality products in the manufacturing. Moreover, we take care of safety and long life of our equipment’s membrane and its operations.

The major components include cartridge filters, high pressure pumps, pressure vessels, RO membrane and antiscalant metering dosing for the protection of membranes along with the most efficient instrumentation and control system for the complete monitoring and control.

CONTAINERIZED RO PLANTS:

We design any RO plant in a compact container version by considering all the customer requirement, product water quality and operational convenience. All our container plants are designed without compromising on MIDDLE EAST GROUP quality and engineering standards by our expert process and design engineers.

Chemicals:

- Antiscalents
- Softener Resins
- Activated Carbons
- Membrane Cleaners
- Sand, Gravels, Garnet and Anthracite
MIDDLE EAST GROUP Biological treatment expertise with latest membrane technologies can provide very compact and latest technology and design in Waste water treatment. We use latest process and technology in our treatment plants. The design includes MBR, MBBR, SBR, activated sludge process etc.

MBR - membrane bio reactor
MIDDLE EAST GROUP Membrane bioreactor (MBR) is the combination of a membrane process like microfiltration or ultrafiltration with a suspended growth bioreactor, and is now widely used for municipal and industrial wastewater treatment.

MBBR - Moving Bed bioreactor
Waste water treatment plants of medium or small scale require a simple equipment composition and easy maintenance. The Moving-Bed type bioreactor has largely simplified the washing mechanism by washing filtering media parallelly to the reactor processing.

Activated sludge process
Activated sludge is a process dealing with the treatment of sewage and industrial wastewaters. Atmospheric air or pure oxygen is introduced to a mixture of primary treated or screened sewage (or industrial wastewater) combined with organisms to develop a biological floc which reduces the organic content of the sewage. MIDDLE EAST GROUP is using high quality and efficient aeration technologies in association with world’s best aerator manufacturers.

WASTE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER TREATMENT

MIDDLE EAST GROUP industrial waste water treatment systems can be designed either for the reuse or for safe release to surface water, meeting all the environmental requirement as per the customer demand.

Our plants are designed based on the type of industrial waste and we consider the latest technology and cost effective design, the industrial treatment systems generally includes Clarifiers, Lamella clarifiers, Oil skimmers, Neutralization system, DAF and Other chemical treatment to remove heavy metals etc.

Dissolved air flotation (DAF) is a water treatment process that clarifies wastewater (or other waters) by the removal of suspended matter such as oil or solids. The removal is achieved by dissolving air in the water or wastewater under pressure and then releasing the air at atmospheric pressure in a flotation tank or basin. The released air forms tiny bubbles which adhere to the suspended matter causing the suspended matter to float to the surface of the water where it may then be removed by a skimming device.

WASTE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

MIDDLE EAST GROUP is newly venturing in to solid waste management projects with strong technological supports from world’s leading equipment manufactures in the solid waste management industry. Our team consist of well experienced engineers and technician who have the complete ability to design, build and erect the whole system according to the particular geographical condition as well as population density. We use most modern technologies like gasification, incineration, Bio methanation. We undertake projects as an E.P.C contract, B.O.T basis as well an engineered contract.
Middle East Tech provides prime expertise in the field of infrastructure projects such as pumping stations, piping networks, infrastructure civil construction, instrumentation including Telemetry/SCADA base.

We are handling projects on turnkey basis right from design based development to Construction, Testing and Commissioning including long term Operation/Maintenance services after completion of the defect liability period for various Infrastructure Utilities/Building Construction projects.

Swift mobilization and ability of handling turnkey fast track projects.
Quality control and safety assurance.
Providing high quality technical support during the execution and after completion of projects.
Participating all major infrastructure tenders and supporting our main contractors in tendering.

Highly enthusiastic and qualified managing staff, engineers, designers, office staff and technicians.
Providing training for employees and conducting progress meetings in order to improve our productivity.
Work execution as per defined parameters with timely completion.
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ICON MIDDLE EAST Building Contracting LLC, the civil contracting division of MIDDLE EAST GROUP of Companies, is specialized in the construction of infrastructure civil contracting such as wet wells, collection tanks, potable water storage tanks, raw water storage tanks, all kinds of utility pipe lines and its wall chambers.

The core advantage of IME is expert design engineers, surveyor’s, safety team and QA/QC engineers. Meeting deadlines on pure quality grounds is our motto.
MIDDLE EAST GROUP has a well-equipped facility management division handled and controlled by well experienced and qualified staff. MIDDLE EAST GROUP facility management caters the market of residential, industrial and commercial sectors. More specifically MIDDLE EAST GROUP undertake the operation and maintenance of R.O Plants, Sewerage Treatment Plants, Solar Power Stations, Residential and Industrial Buildings.

The Key advantage of MIDDLE EAST GROUP team is round the clock live team for all on call requirements. Live call center to cater all the requirements of customers at any point of time. Dedicated team for all sectors allow us to meet all the time lines.

MIDDLE EAST GROUP is system designer and integrator of Solar Systems. MIDDLE EAST GROUP has expertise in all types of Solar Solutions, from basic home lighting systems and stand-alone solar street lights to Large Scale Commercial and industrial projects with online monitoring solutions.

We offer, customized solutions with best quality and reliable products from the market, Our PV modules, Inverters, Batteries are from the best manufacturers from Asia and Europe.
MIDDLE EAST GROUP trading division is dealing with a wide variety of products from reputed manufacturers known for their innovative thrive, high quality standards and amazing reliability. We have a dedicated team of sales engineers who are fully focused in supporting our customers with best products in the market.

Our after sale team and technicians are well trained by our OEM’s in their products. With our dedicated team of technicians and service engineers we take care of complete erection, testing, commissioning of field instrumentation and control system.

We are specialized in process automation and field instrumentation solutions including all process instruments, PLC & SCADA based controls. Our engineering team is capable of selecting the suitable products and solutions for your application and in coordination with our process engineers and OEMs.

Our trading division, today offers a surplus of products and solutions across Pumps, Firefighting Systems, Field Instruments, Flow Transmitters, Level Transmitters, Pressure Transmitters, Motors, Control Panels, Generators, Pressure Tanks, Valves, Pipes, Fittings and Cables etc.

### RELIABLE STURDY PRODUCTS